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The long tail of retailing has been both a challenge and an opportunity for online retailers. This article provides
guidelines for enhanced decision making strategies in pricing dependent on popularity, cross-sales quantity
and reservation prices. Our model shows that if customer willingness to pay, or reservation price, is higher for
less popular items in a category, a unique optimal price path exists which requires deep discounts on popular
items. However, if the reservation price is lower for less popular items, the optimal price path is conditional on
the profitability of cross-selling and the potential loss from the business of loyal customers. Analyzing data on
books, songs and movies from Amazon.com, we provide empirical support for our model findings. An analysis
of the same set ofmovies available both as instant videos andDVDs allowus control for unobservedproduct char-
acteristics and yields contradictory price paths along the sales rank distribution with increasing prices for DVDs
and decreasing prices for streaming movies, as predicted by our model.
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1. Introduction

A peculiarity in pricing strategies of Apple and Amazon.com marks
apparent divergent strategies. Apple prices its songs sold at iTunes
store at three fixed prices, such that the more popular songs are the
most expensive ($1.29), the majority moderately expensive ($0.99)
and obscure songs least expensive ($0.69), whereas Amazon.com offers
its best seller books at considerable discounts and niche books at no
discount. A survey of Amazon.com's top 100 best-selling books on
October 18, 2011, reveals an average discount of 47.8% off the list price.

Should any online retailer price its more popular items, that is, its
superstars, at a discount or at a premium in a given category? How
should an online retailer price its niche products, which make up the
long tail of sales distribution? Should the retailer follow Apple's song
pricing strategy and sell its superstar products at 46% premium over
its cheapest offerings, or should it follow Amazon.com's book pricing
strategy and offer a 50% discount off regular price on its superstar prod-
ucts in any given product category (e.g., movies, games, applications)?
Is the pricing strategy dependent on certain category characteristics,
such that both Apple's and Amazon.com's strategies are relevant given
category characteristics? In this research, we provide a competitive
model of pricing for multi-product retailers that accounts for sales
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rank-dependent reservation prices for products and sales rank-depen-
dent sales and cross-sales of products to answer these questions.

Every retailer manages a sales distribution that contains a few hit
(superstar, blockbuster, or best seller) products thatmake up themajor-
ity of sales andmany niche or long tail products that can also have sub-
stantial effects on sales [1,7,9]. In the cardinal sales to ordinal sales rank
distribution, which takes the form of a power law distribution, the fat
head consists of the superstar products; the blockbusters. The niche
products make up the long tail of the sales distribution. In between
the fat head and the long tail is a chunky middle, with characteristics
of both ends but extremities of neither. In today's online markets, cus-
tomers empowered by search capabilities and guided by recommender
systems can easily navigate to all product pages [6,19,34,38]. How can
retailers enhance their DSS and maximize their profits by determining
the relative prices of the fat head, chunkymiddle and long tail products?

We consider an oligopolistic market of complete information in
which multi-product retailers compete in the sales of homogeneous
goods of varying popularity. We use the term “popularity” to capture
the sales rank of a product. A product's popularity has three potential
influences in our model. First, the perceived value, or the customer
valuation of an item may be a function of the item's popularity, i.e., its
sales rank. For example, popularity can have a positive effect on the
perceived value of the product and can increase the reservation price
an average customer would be willing to pay for the product [18].
Second, the position of the product on the best seller list directly influ-
ences the sales quantity [7,9]. According to the power law shape,
popular items sell disproportionately more and long tail items sell dis-
proportionately less. Third, popular items not only sell more copies
distribution from blockbusters to the long tail, Decision Support Sys-
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3 The relationship is originally given by Log[Q]=β1+β2Log[R]+ε, where β1N0,
and β2b0. Brynjolfsson et al. (2003) estimate β1=10.526 and β2=−0.87. In our model,
we assume β1=0 and β2=−1 for simplicity. The choice of these values allows for expo-
sitional simplicity while ensuring the generalizability of the model.
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but also help sell other items because of their traffic-generating capabil-
ities [13,25]. Therefore, popularity pays in both sales and cross-sales.

Following Varian [42], we model these three influences and their
interactions in a competitive price promotions setting and describe
the conditions that a DSS should account for. Our model findings reveal
that the optimal prices of popular versus niche products dependon both
the sales potential and the perceived value of products, both of which
depend on the sales rank. The sales potential determines not only the
profit potential from a product but also the profit potential from the
cross-sales of other merchandise. Therefore, a superstar with a high
perceived value and corresponding reservation price should be sold at
a higher price than an average product, but it should be sold at a
lower price than an average product in a competitive environment if
the high price risks its own and cross-sales profit potential. Thus,
different categories can require different pricing strategies along the
sales distribution. For example, books, as a category, may call for
discounted bestsellers, while music, as a category, may benefit from
discounting the long tail, as our model and empirical analysis
demonstrate. Note that a decision support system for relative prices
generates suggestions on percentage discounts across the sales distribu-
tion where premium prices correspond to no discounts and the lowest
prices correspond to deepest discounts.

2. Literature review

The Internet has created a landslide in terms of products available to
consumers [1,8,12], and recommendation engines and search tools can
be fine-tuned to direct customers' attention to any product [6,19,38,39].
What remains unanswered is how decision making can be improved to
manage the products in the fat head, the chunky middle or the long tail
of the sales distribution [26,28]. Although pricing online, in which DSS
plays an influential role, remains an important topic [32,33,43], pricing
online as it applies to this sales distribution has received scant attention
(see [39] for an exception). Brynjolfsson [5] calls for research thatwould
examine how retailers should price niche products versus superstars.

The economics of superstars and the potential of the long tail have
been two widely discussed and contrasted theories. Research on the
economics of superstars and the long tail has treated them as contrast-
ing theories rather than as complementary. Rather than seeing them as
two competing theories, we join Brynjolfsson [5] and contend that the
economics of superstars and the potential of the long tail should be
analyzed as part of an integrated research agenda.

The superstar phenomenon was first introduced to describe the few
top performers that reach a majority of the audience and achieve the
most profits [40]. Superstars are the few products that emerge mainly
from blockbuster strategies of suppliers [18] and create the so-called
winner-take-all markets [21] in which blockbuster products dominate
sales. On the other side of sales rankings are niche products. Anderson
[1] was the first to introduce the notion of the long tail, in which niche
products are found more easily with the help of recommendation en-
gines and search capabilities and thus selling less of more niches may
be as viable as sellingmore of a few superstars. All other products reside
in-between the superstars and the niche products; these products are
modestly popular and modestly obscure at the same time and make
up a significant proportion of sales.

Significant evidence indicates that the relationship between a
product's sales rank and sales quantity can be represented by a power
law (i.e., Pareto law) [7,9]. The sales of both superstars and niche
products may also influence the sales of one another. The purchase of
a single product can lead to additional purchases as a result of
economies of scale, such as traveling, shipping or handling costs [31,
38], or psychological factors, such as the shopping momentum effect
[16] or a windfall effect [24]. This cross-selling potential leads to loss-
leader pricing [31]. Thus, if customers buy superstars and long tail
products in the same transaction, their prices should be linked [5]. In
the context of the sales distribution, it is also suggested that long tail
Please cite this article as: C. Koçaş, C. Akkan, A system for pricing the sales
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products may offer higher profit margins than superstars, which are
often used as loss leaders [18].

Online sales are also greatly shaped by the customer reviews on
products. It is widely accepted that online customer reviews are a
good overall proxy of word-of-mouth communication [45]. Prevalent
research inmarketing, economics and information systemshas assessed
the correlation between consumer reviews and sales [2,10,11,14,17,22,
23,36].We assume that customers use reviewand rating information on
products to reach a customer valuation of the item considered. In our
model and empirical analysis, we link the average customer rating and
reservation price (customer valuation), where a customer can infer
the product's relative value on viewing consumer reviews and average
customer ratings which in turn may influence his or her reservation
price [30,35,44]. We consequently refer to a customer's valuation for a
product as the reservation price he or she is willing to pay for the
product. Hence, we assume that the customer valuation and reservation
price for a product with high rating is higher compared to a product
with lower rating. In this article, we examine how decision support
systems could improve pricing for products of various sales ranks as
the shape of the reservation price curve (as a function of the sales
rank R) changes.

In the next section, we develop a model with the aim to answer the
following research questions: (i) Should a retailer charge a premium for,
or offer a discount on the niche products in the long tail? (ii) How
should the blockbusters be priced? (iii) How does customer valuation
of products combinedwith sales aswell as cross-sales of products affect
prices? (iv) How does this influence evolve along the sales distribution?

3. Model

The model we use is an extension of Varian's model [42], and we
consider an oligopoly with three retailers. An oligopolistic model
captures the severity of competition more robustly than a duopolistic
model and is therefore preferred. Table 1 provides a list of variables.
Each retailer sells a focal product P to two segments of customers, one
that price compares and the other that is loyal to the retailer. Price-
comparing customers buy product P from the retailer that lists it for
less as long as the price is below their reservation price r. Loyal cus-
tomers buy the focal product P from the retailer to which they are
loyal. Following Varian, we assume a one-shot game of complete infor-
mation where retailers choose prices of product P to maximize profits.

We introduce three extensions to Varian's [45] market structure.
First, we assume that an α proportion of price-comparing buyers of
product P also immediately buy the common outside product O from
the same retailer. Note that the results of the model hold for all
αϵ(0,1] and we set α=1 for brevity. We introduce this extension to
capture the cross-selling effect of popularity, in which traffic generation
is the key factor. The price of product O is exogenous to the model and
the same across retailers. We assume no fixed costs and zero marginal
cost, so that both p, the price of focal product P, and o, the price of out-
side productO, also represent profitmargins for the respective products.

Second, we allow the sales quantity to be a function of sales rank.
This extension is a result of popularity and the resulting traffic, reasons
which are external to the model. We use a simplified version of
Brynjolfsson, Hu and Smith [7] and Chevalier and Goolsbee [9] models
and assume that sales rankR is linked to sales quantity due to customers
who price compare for the focal product P as Q ¼ 1

R.
3

In the third extension, we allow the reservation price r for product P
to vary with the sales rank R (i.e., we treat the reservation price as r[R]).
By making no a priori assumptions but allowing for a decreasing,
constant and increasing reservation price r[R], we can capture the
distribution from blockbusters to the long tail, Decision Support Sys-
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Table 1
Variables and definitions used in the model.

R Sales rank (i.e., 1, 2, 3, …1000… 1,000,000… M)
Q=1/R Number of price comparison shoppers of a product with sales rank R
r Reservation price (constant)
r[R] Reservation price as a function of sales rank R
pi Price of focal product P at retailer i
o Price of outside good O
L Retailer loyal segment size
F[p] Cumulative distribution function of price p
pmin Lowest possible quoted price in the mixed strategy
p½R� Average price as a function of sales rank R
M Total number of products in sales ranking
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characteristics of many product categories. Formally, retailers in our
model compete for the sale of the focal product P, which has a sales
rank R, where R is determined either externally (by third-party
rankings, such as Billboard Top 100 or The New York Times best seller
list) or internally (by one of the retailers). Therefore, this sales rank
for product P is common knowledge across both retailers and
customers.

Accordingly, there are Q ¼ 1
R customers who shop for the focal

product with sales rank R, where Q follows a power law distribution
(Brynjolfsson, Hu and Smith [7]; Chevalier and Goolsbee [9]. Note that
Qϵ(0,1]. These 1

R shoppers price-compare for product P and buy it from
the retailer that offers it for less. These customers are informed about
the price of product P at all retailers through price comparison tools,
advertisements or news [31], and choose the retailer to patronize
according to this information.

Having visited the retailer to purchase product P, these 1
R customers

also buy anoutside productOwith their purchase of product P as in [16].
These customers do not price-compare for productO but rather buy it as
an impulse purchase [3] or under a shopping momentum effect of the
first purchase [16]. This cross-selling creates a link between the price
of the focal good and the profitability from an outside good [13].

Again, as in Varian [42] and Narasimhan [37], each retailer also sells
product P to L loyal customers of its own, Lϵ(0,1]. We also assume that a
βϵ[0,1] proportion of L loyal customers buy the outside good O when
they buy product P from their preferred retailer. However, this β
proportion does not affect the optimization process or the optimum
price for product P; therefore, we set β=0 for simplicity—again, this
exclusion does not alter the model results. However, we assume that
the price of O that is cross-sold to the price-comparing shoppers of P
is identical across all three retailers. Furthermore, we assume that the
sales to loyal customers is independent of the sales rank R relative to
the sales to price-comparing shoppers. That is, if Q were 1

Rμ and L were
1
Rθ , this relative independence implies that μNθ. Popular products are,
by definition, traffic generators, and traffic in our paper is indicated by
price-comparing customers. This relative independence assumption
thus ensures that product popularity affects sales to price-comparing
customers more strongly than sales to loyal customers. In our model,
we assume that μ=1 and θ=0 for simplicity.

3.1. Model specification

The general profit function of Retailer i is given by

Eπi ¼
1
R

pi þ oð ÞProb pi b p−ið Þ þ Lpi;

where Prob(pi b p−i) is the probability the price comparison shoppers
will choose Retailer i. In this case, Retailer i sells both the focal good P
and the outside good O to the 1

R customers. Independent of the price of
product P, Retailer i sells the focal good P to its L loyal customers,
Please cite this article as: C. Koçaş, C. Akkan, A system for pricing the sales
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creating the profit Lpi. Denoting Fj[p] as the cumulative distribution
function of Retailer j's prices for product P, which is set to be same for
all retailers, we can rewrite the profit function for Retailer i as

Eπi ¼ 1
R

pi þ oð Þ 1−F j p½ �� �2 þ Lpi:

Thus, with this augmented model, we take into consideration both
the additional profitability of an outside good and the sales rank of the
focal product. Next, we analyze the general case of a reservation price
r. Note that because r is a function of only R, we first treat the special
case of constant r.

Proposition 1. When the reservation price is constant, the optimal
pricing strategy for an oligopolistic retailer is to randomize prices be-
tween the reservation price r and pmin ¼ LRr−o

1þLR . Formally, the retailers'
symmetric profit-maximizing strategy is given by the mixed strategy:

F p½ � ¼ 1−

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
L r−pð Þ
oþ pð Þ

s
;p∈

LRr−o
1þ LR

; r
� �

The average price of the strategy is given by

p R½ � ¼ oþ rð Þ
2

−2o
oþ rð Þ þ γ

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
LR

p� �
; where γ∈ 0;πð Þ equals

π
2

þ ArcTan
1−LR

2
ffiffiffiffiffi
LR

p
� �

:

Proof. All proofs appear in the Appendix.

Proposition 1 demonstrates how competitive prices are shaped by
the key variables in our model. Although this competitive pricing
game has no pure strategy equilibriums, the mixed strategy equilib-
rium provides a clear sketch of minimum, maximum and average
prices of the product in the competitive market. Fig. 1 illustrates
the minimum, maximum and average prices as a function of the
sales rank R for some typical demonstration values of parameters
L=1, o=5 and r=1. The general shape of the curve is not sensitive
to these values. As Fig. 1 demonstrates, both pmin and average price,
p½R� follow a power law pattern with respect to the sales rank of the
product. Note that, even with mixed rather than pure strategy prices,
we can analyze a price path along the sales distribution by observing
this average value of prices p½R� along the sales ranks. Fig. 1 also
illustrates the pricing implications of our model for products of dif-
ferent sales ranks. As we present in Proposition 2 and prove subse-
quently, Fig. 1 shows that p½R� is an increasing function of the sales
rank R if the perceived value of the product as embodied by the res-
ervation price r does not vary with the sales rank.

Fig. 2 displays the cumulative distribution functions of the random-
ized prices for some sales ranks for the previously specified parameter
distribution from blockbusters to the long tail, Decision Support Sys-
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Fig. 1. The upper and lower limits of the price support and the average price as a function of the sales rank.
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values. Note that each graph in Fig. 2 is a distribution function represen-
tation of a vertical slice from Fig. 1 at sales rankR equaling 1, 2, 5, 10, 100
and 1000.

Also note that the lower boundary of the strategy set given by
pmin ¼ LRr−o

1þLR can be both negative and positive as Fig. 2 also demon-
strates. This lower bound, pmin, is a loss-making price when o

r NLR ,
where o

r is the relative profitability of the outside good compared with
the reservation price of the focal good, and LR, is the inertia to reduce
prices of the focal good. A large loyal segment or a low sales rank in-
creases this inertia.

3.2. Non-decreasing reservation price

Next, we analyze the optimal pricing behavior of oligopolistic re-
tailers along the sales distribution.

Proposition 2. p½R� is a strictly increasing function if the reservation
price is independent of the sales rank, R.
Fig. 2. Cumulative distribution function

Please cite this article as: C. Koçaş, C. Akkan, A system for pricing the sales
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Proposition 2 provides an initial perspective; when customer valua-
tion of the product is independent of the sales rank, optimal prices of
popular products are lower than the optimal prices of obscure products.
Therefore, a retailer should sell its superstars at a discount and its long
tail products at a premium, not because the long tail products are
perceived as more valuable but because selling more superstars is
more profitable given the cross-selling profits their sales generate.
Although the perceived value of both the superstars and the long tail
products are the same, the resulting prices of the long tail products
are higher. This reasoning also carries to the products in the middle of
the sales distribution. Consequently, we expect retailers to discount
superstars, offer shallower discounts for products in the chunky middle
and offer the long tail products at nominal prices.

Unsurprisingly, this result also applies to the case in which the
reservation price is an increasing function of the sales rank R. Already
deserving premium prices, an increase in the perceived value of the
long tail products only confirms that they should be priced higher
than the chunky middle products, which have higher prices than the
blockbusters. We formally present this case as a corollary. We refer to
as popularity (sales rank) varies.

distribution from blockbusters to the long tail, Decision Support Sys-
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4 For the polynomial decay, we employ a simple reservation price function given by r½R� ¼
1þ 1

Rwhich exhibits a steepdecay for top sales ranks. This specification adopts the power law
characteristic of the sales quantity–sales rank relationship. For the linear decay, we employ a
reservation price function given by r½R� ¼ 2− R−1

M , whereM is the total number of products in
the sales ranking. This specification exhibits a constant and gentle slope equaling 1

M. Note that
in both cases, the reservation price takes values in the interval (1,2] and r[R] is strictly
decreasing.

Fig. 3. The conditions for an increasing/decreasing average price function of sales rank,
given r½R� ¼ 1þ 1

R.
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the reservation price as a function of the sales rank R as r[R] in the rest of
the article.

Corollary 1. p½R� is a strictly increasing function if r[R] is also an
increasing function.

The reasoning is straightforward. Two forces act on the prices of
niche products. First, a product with a higher reservation price should
bepriced higher. Second, because of their limited cross-selling potential,
retailers have nomotivation to reduce prices of niche products,whereas
they do reduce the prices of superstars. Thus, niche products with no
cross-selling potential should have higher prices. Because both
arguments operate in the same direction, when the r[R] is an increasing
function, profit-maximizing retailers price the products in the long tail
at a nominal level while reducing the prices for the superstars in the
fat head and keeping the prices of the products in the chunky middle
in between.

We can summarize the findings so far as ∂r½R�
∂R ≥0⇒ ∂p½R�

∂R b 0. That is, for
any non-decreasing r[R], superstars are offered at the lowest prices and
products in the long tail are offered at the highest prices.

3.3. Decreasing reservation price

Next, we show that when r[R] is a decreasing function of popularity,
there is a set of conditions related to the price of the outside good, o, and
retailer loyal segment size, L, for which p½R� is decreasing. We show
specifically that when the profitability of cross-selling is low and the
potential loss from the business of loyal customers is high, a profit-
maximizing retailer should price its popular products at higher prices
than its long tail products.

Proposition 3. When r[R] is decreasing and jR ∂r½R�
∂R j is sufficiently large,

there is a region defined by low prices for the outside good, O, and high
levels of retailer loyal segment size, L, for which p½R� is decreasing.

With Proposition 3, we demonstrate a general set of conditions that
may alter the slope of p½R� completely so that superstars are offered at
higher average prices and the products in the long tail are offered at
lower average prices. Proposition 3 shows that when customers value
a product more because it is enjoyed by others, this valuation can be
great enough to warrant higher prices for the more popular product.
However, determining the consequent optimal average price path is
not a trivial matter. Several conditions must be satisfied: a retailer
should price the long tail lower than the fat head only when all the
following conditions are met:

• The more popular product is perceived as more valuable.
• The rate of decline in perceived value is high down the best seller list,
especially for the top few superstars.

• The potential profit to be generated from a cross-sale opportunity is
low.

• The number of loyal customers is high.

Note that Applemeets all these conditions for itsMP3 songs category
and also follows the strategy of pricing the superstars at a premium and
the niche products at a discount. Thus, Proposition 3 achieves some face
validity. We provide further empirical support for Proposition 3 in the
empirical section.

Corollary 2. Despite a decreasing r[R], if the retailer's loyal segment
size is small enough and the price of the outside good is high enough,
then p½R� is increasing.

As Proposition 3 and Corollary 2 demonstrate, the term jR ∂r½R�
∂R j is cru-

cial in determining the shape of p½R�. The interaction between the sales
rank and the slope of r[R] with respect to the sales rank at any point de-
termines the slope of the optimal average price function, p½R�. To analyze
Please cite this article as: C. Koçaş, C. Akkan, A system for pricing the sales
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this interaction further and to examine the shapes of the average price
functions that may emerge, we present two more propositions
employing different decay rates for the reservation price functions, r[R].

Proposition 4 presents the case of a r[R] with polynomial decay and
Proposition 5 examines a linear decay.4

Proposition 4. When the r[R] is a polynomially decaying function, p½R�
is decreasing (increasing) in the region characterized by low (high)
prices for the outside good, o, and high (low) levels of loyal segment
size, L. For intermediate (o, L) combinations, p½R� is convex.

Proposition 4's prescription for a decreasing p½R� is similar to that of
Proposition 3, and its prescription for a increasing p½R� is similar to that
of Corollary 2. Specifying a functional form for r[R] in Proposition 4 en-
ables us to observe the exact region in which Proposition 3 holds. We
depict this region in Fig. 3.

Fig. 3 depicts the region in which even convex p½R� may occur
for sales ranks up to 1 million. In the dark gray region, up to sales
rank 1 million, p½R� is always a decreasing function. In the light gray re-
gion, p½R� is a convex function reaching a minimum at some sales rank
less than 1million. In thewhite region,p½R� is always an increasing func-
tion for ranks less than 1 million. Thus, in addition to increasing p½R�
resulting from parameter values favoring cross-selling (high o and low
L) as well as decreasing p½R� resulting from parameter values not favor-
ing cross-selling (low o and high L), a polynomially decaying r[R] can
also lead to an optimal pricing strategy in which p½R� is convex.
Proposition 5. When r[R] is a linear decaying function, p½R� is always
concave. That is, p½R� is always increasing for the very top sellers. For
low (high) values of the price of the outside good, o, and high (low)
levels of loyal segment size, L, there are less (more) top-ranked products
for which p½R� is increasing before it starts to decrease.

For a linear decay r[R], the optimal pricing strategy always calls for
discounted top-ranked superstars, and therefore the prices of the few
top-ranked items are always lower than the prices of the products in
the following ranks. We summarize the findings of Propositions 2 to 5
and Corollaries 1 and 2 in Fig. 4. As the second panel of Fig. 4 depicts,
for a decreasing r[R], the optimal average price path,p½R� can be increas-
ing or decreasing aswell as convex or concave, depending on the values
distribution from blockbusters to the long tail, Decision Support Sys-
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Fig. 4. A summary of the model findings from Propositions 1–5 and Corollaries 1 and 2.
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of o, L and the decay rate of r[R]. Later, in the empirical section, we
analyze four separate product categories to gain a better understanding
of the conditions and results we present in Fig. 4.

4. Empirical support

Next, we compare the model predictions with data from four
different product categories of Amazon.com: MP3 songs, books, movies
on DVD and online streaming movies. Our model provides the optimal
price path p½R� for given reservation price functions r[R], and therefore
we first categorize the four product categorieswith respect to the slopes
of the average customer reviews along the sales rank, whichwe use as a
proxy for r[R]. Our model predicts certain shapes for p½R� for different
values of the loyal segment size, L, and price of the outside good, o. In
comparing theproduct categorieswith respect to these twoparameters,
L and o, we present four hypotheses. Finally, we test the hypotheses
using pricing data from the four categories.

4.1. Data

We collected the sales rank and price information of books, MP3
songs and movies of various sales ranks from Amazon.com to test our
model. We adopt a data collection methodology, which resembles the
browsing behavior of a typical customer. Specifically, we used a web
Please cite this article as: C. Koçaş, C. Akkan, A system for pricing the sales
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agent to collect data on books, movies and MP3 songs that were acces-
sible to customers for browsing, where the lists are by default ranked
with respect to Amazon.com's sales popularity.

4.1.1. Books
A web agent collected all books made available for sale on Amazon.

com during the most recent 90-day period on April 25, 2011. The total
number of hardcover and paperback books in this group was approxi-
mately 9000 books. We collected data from books in 28 categories,
which resulted in data on a total of 18,895 books including duplicates.
The removal of duplicates and formats other than paperbacks and
hardcover books yielded a sample of 6076 books.

4.1.2. Movies
A web agent collected data from the Amazon.com DVD store on

November 17–19, 2012. Amazon had 503,152 DVD titles available for
browsing in 27 genres, and we collected data from all genres with an
average coverage rate of 2% for any genre resulting in a sample size of
10,453 titles. The removal of duplicates, collections, television series, ti-
tles not available from Instant Videos and titles not sold by Amazon.com
resulted in a sample size of 2440 titles, each of which was available for
purchase either as a DVD or through streaming from Amazon Instant
Video service.
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4.1.3. MP3 songs
A web agent collected data from Amazon.com's MP3 music store on

7147 MP3 songs on November 17, 2012. There were 21,494,274 songs
available for browsing in 22 genres, so the average coverage rate was
0.03%. The removal of duplicates and free songs resulted in a sample
size of 6352.

4.2. Selection of statistical methods

In our empirical analysis, we deal with three variables: the standard-
ized price and the average customer review as our two dependent
variables and the sales rank of a given product as the independent
variable. We briefly review the characteristics of the dependent
variables and the statistical methods to be used next.

To be able to make comparisons across the items in any given
category, we use standardized prices. We standardize the prices of
books and DVDs with respect to the list prices as stated on the product
pages. To standardize the prices of Instant Video titles, we use two
alternative reference prices: both the maximum price Amazon.com
charges its customers for any instant movie in our sample, which is
$14.99, or the list price of the DVD. Therefore, we calculate two stan-
dardized prices for instant movies, Movie_Instant_1 uses $14.99 and
Movie_Instant_2 uses the list price of the DVD. For songs, we use a
standardization method similar to Movie_Instant_1, because there are
no list prices for songs. Songs from the MP3 store are available at price
points of $.50, $.69, $.79, $.89, $.99, $1.09, $1.19 and $1.29, so we use
the maximum price of $1.29 as the reference price and standardize all
prices by dividing them by $1.29. Table 2 provides the summary
statistics of this data set.

The standardized prices are ratio scaled in nature; that is, they are
based on the division of a ratio-scaled list price to a ratio-scaled
maximum price. As is the case with prices, however, retailers provide
a limited number of quoted prices. Although there are 1430 different
prices for books and 1416 different prices for movies, as mentioned
previously, there are just 8 different prices for MP3s.

Researchers have long debated about how to classify measurements
andwhether levels ofmeasurement can be a successful guide for choos-
ing data analysis type [4,41]. Most researchers treat even Likert scales,
which are technically ordinal scales, as continuous variables and use
normal theory statistics with them, though research claims that for
five or more categories, there is relatively little harm in doing this [29,
46]. Given that the dependent variable is ratio scaled and there are
eight categories in ourMP3 data set, a linear regression seems appropri-
ate; however, the limited number of quoted prices could also call for an
ordered logit.We check and see that our data sets all satisfy the require-
ments of linear regression and hence it seems appropriate for us to use
linear regression in our empirical analysis. Moreover, to ensure robust-
ness, especially in the MP3 category, we also analyze our data using
ordered logit for all categories and report the results. The results of the
binomial theory approach and normal theory approach are consistent
and therefore provide validity to the results of all categories.

Our dependent variable average customer review is ordinal scaled in
nature. Therefore, the appropriate statisticalmethod tousewould be or-
dered logit, the results for which we report subsequently. However,
Table 2
Summary statistics for the data set from Amazon.com

Avg. customer review Sales rank

Book Movie Song Book Movie Song

Valid 2742 2436 4871 4531 2435 6341
Missing 3334 4 1481 1545 5 11
Mean 4.461 4.056 4.621 1,037,063 19,200 5184
Median 4.556 4.200 5.000 380,495 11,469 3479
Std. Dev. 0.557 0.520 0.669 1,639,411 22,804 15,620
Min 1.792 1.800 1.000 1 4 1
Max 5.000 5.000 5.000 1,014,3554 15,9545 687324

Please cite this article as: C. Koçaş, C. Akkan, A system for pricing the sales
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given how Amazon collects and customers use average customer re-
views, the variable can also be considered continuous. Average custom-
er reviews are typically reported in decimal points (e.g., 3.8 stars), so the
common treatment of average customer reviews is almost interval
scaled. For robustness, we therefore report the results for both linear re-
gression and ordered logit in the analysis of average customer reviews.
We see that the results are consistent across methodologies.

4.3. Reservation prices across the sales rank distribution

Amazon.com uses a five-point system to collect the customer re-
views of its products. The average customer review is the mean rating
across customers who have reviewed the product. We use the average
customer review as a proxy for reservation prices to observe how cus-
tomer valuation of products—that is, the reservation price, r[R]—varies
across the sales rank distribution. We estimate the equation

Average customer review ¼ α þ β1 sales rankþ ε

using both a simple regression and an ordered logit for each of the four
product categories. The standardized slope coefficient of the simple re-
gression and its significance are, by definition, identical to the Pearson
correlation coefficient and its significance, and therefore we present
this coefficient as the correlation coefficient in Table 3. The table also re-
ports the unstandardized slope coefficient of the ordered logit and its
significance. Note that because our data have identical sets of movies
on DVD and Instant Video, movies in both formats share the same
coefficients.

The slope coefficient of the books category is positive and significant
at the 0.05 level for both linear and logistic regressions, which suggests
that for our sample, the r[R] of books is increasing. This finding is in line
with Forman, Ghose andWiesenfeld's [20] finding of a significant corre-
lation between sales rank and average customer review. Customers
value popular books less than they value less popular books. The slope
coefficients of themovie and MP3 song categories are negative and sig-
nificant at the 0.01 level. The finding for MP3 songs is similar to that in
Dewan and Ramaprasad's [15] study, which shows a negative relation-
ship between sales rank and average customer review. In our sample,
the r[R] of movies in both DVD and streaming video formats is decreas-
ing. Customers value popular movies more than less popular movies.
Last, the r[R] of MP3 songs is also a decreasing function of sales rank.
Thus, customers value popular songs more than less popular songs.

4.4. Model predictions

Our model results prescribe pricing strategies along the sales rank
distribution for different input parameter sets. Proposition 2 and
Corollary 1 predict an increasing p½R� for an increasing r[R]. Among the
product categories we examine, books are the only category with an
increasing r[R]; thus, our model predicts an increasing p½R�. Therefore,
in the regression

Std:price ¼ α þ β1 sales rankþ ε
Standardized prices

Book Movie-DVD Movie Instant 1 Movie Instant 2 Song

6076 2440 2440 2440 6352
0 0 0 0 0
0.846 0.626 0.578 0.719 0.804
0.860 0.646 0.555 0.667 0.767
0.159 0.176 0.125 0.284 0.103
0.168 0.143 0.111 0.100 0.388
1.000 0.999 1.000 2.511 1.000
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Table 3
OLS and ordered logit coefficients, model predictions and hypotheses.

Ordinary least squares Ordered logit Hypothesis

ACR—rank correlation (β1) F value β1 Chi-square Reservation price function r[R] is… Cross-sales potential Predicted relationship H:

Books 0.04⁎⁎ 3.97⁎⁎ 8.87 E-8⁎⁎⁎ 8.10⁎⁎⁎ Increasing High + H1
MP3 Songs −0.046⁎⁎⁎ 10.18⁎⁎⁎ −3.45 E-6⁎⁎⁎ 5.95⁎⁎⁎ Decreasing Low − H2
Instant Movies −0.117⁎⁎⁎ 33.75 ⁎⁎⁎ −7.06 E-6⁎⁎⁎ 17.46⁎⁎⁎ Decreasing Low − H3
DVD Movies −0.117⁎⁎⁎ 33.75 ⁎⁎⁎ −7.06 E-6⁎⁎⁎ 17.46⁎⁎⁎ Decreasing High + H4

⁎ p b 0.10, ⁎⁎ p b 0.05, ⁎⁎⁎ p b 0.01.
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we expect to find a positive sign for coefficient β1 for the book category.
Because p½R� is the average standardized price along the sales rank,R, we
state Hypothesis 1 accordingly:

H1. The average standardized price is an increasing function of the sales
rank for the book category. Therefore, price and sales rank are positively
correlated.

Our model prediction for a non-decreasing r[R] is strict; that is, an
increasing p½R� must follow. However, our model predictions for a
decreasing r[R] are also dependent on the cross-sales potential in the
category. Specifically, ourmodel predicts that if the cross-sales potential
is low,p½R�will be decreasing, as Proposition 3 claims and Propositions 4
and 5 demonstrate. Next we briefly discuss the cross-sale potential in
the categories with decreasing r[R]; MP3 songs, instant movies and
DVD movies.

The profitability of cross-sales of an outside good is category-specific
because the characteristics of the shopping environment and the poten-
tial for cross-sales vary across categories. In the Amazon.com context,
both online music and streaming movies have their own shopping
cart/checkout systems and, as such, only allow for a cross-selling oppor-
tunity within the category, if any. Furthermore, in both categories,
purchase of additional content is highly unlikely because immediate
consumption of the first purchase is possible. For example, in the song
category, the purchase of a song may lead to the purchase of one or
more songs, due to a shopping momentum effect [16]; however, the
customer has no economies-of-scale motivations because digital down-
loads do not require handling, processing, or shipping costs. Similarly, in
the streaming videos category, buying multiple titles yields no
economies-of-scale benefits. Furthermore, given that a movie is likely
to be viewed immediately after purchase, a shoppingmomentum effect
is even less likely to lead to the purchase of two or more instant movies
in the same transaction. Thus, by design, unless the consumer switches
to a traditional shopping cart, the likelihood of cross-selling is limited.
However, because the checkout processes are separate, switching to a
traditional shopping cart is no different than switching to another
online store and shopping and checking out. Thus, the profit potential
from cross-sales is relatively low for digitally purchased and streamed
content such as MP3 songs and instant movies.

However, the profit potential from cross-sales is relatively
significant for a physical product that must be shipped. From the
economies-of-scale argument (e.g., Amazon.com offers free shipping
on orders of $25 or more), the shopping momentum effect [16], or a
windfall effect [24], movies on DVD, books and music CDs have a
relatively positive cross-sales potential.

The size of the loyal segment determines the inertia a retailer would
face when reducing the price of products to increase profits from cross-
sales. Because loyal customers purchase the product without price
comparison, a price reduction on any product already assigns a loss in
profitability from the loyal segment. Thus, we would expect to observe
discounting only in categories in which the cross-selling potential is
significant enough to overcome the loss from the loyal segment sales.

We can determine the profitability of cross-selling for the three
categories for which we observe a decreasing r[R] according to the
differences in their characteristics as they influence cross-selling based
Please cite this article as: C. Koçaş, C. Akkan, A system for pricing the sales
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on the discussion above. Specifically, we expect a relatively low cross-
sales potential in the MP3 song category and instant video category
and a high cross-sales potential in the DVD movie category. Thus:

H2. The average standardized price is a decreasing function of the sales
rank for the MP3 songs category. Therefore, price and sales rank are
negatively correlated.

H3. The average standardized price is a decreasing function of the sales
rank for the Instant video category. Therefore, price and sales rank are
negatively correlated.

H4. The average standardized price is an increasing function of the sales
rank for the DVD movies category. Therefore, price and sales rank are
positively correlated.

Note that the availability of the same set of movies in two formats,
Instant Video and DVD, each with a different level of cross-sales profit-
ability, provides a unique opportunity to test our model predictions.
Thus, testing hypotheses 3 and 4 with data on the same products
provides a robust test of our model that accounts for any product-
level effects. Table 3 summarizes our hypotheses.

To test hypotheses 1–4, we estimate the equation

Std:price ¼ α þ β1 sales rankþ ε

using both a simple linear regression and an ordered logit.
The results of the statistical tests appear in Table 4. Because the

standardized slope coefficient in the simple linear regression is identical
to the Pearson correlation coefficient, we present this coefficient as the
correlation coefficient in Table 4. The table also reports the unstandard-
ized slope coefficient of the ordered logit and its significance.

The results of both the simple linear regression and the ordered logit
are consistent with each other and supportive of our model. We find
that for books, the average standardized price is an increasing function,
as our model predicts and in support of previous findings [20]. We also
find that for movies that are instantly available through Amazon.com's
streaming service, Instant Videos and for MP3 songs, the average stan-
dardized price is a decreasing function, as our model predicts. Recall
that we use twomaximum prices for standardizing the prices of instant
movies:Movie_Instant_1 uses $14.99, andMovie_Instant_2 uses the list
price of the DVD. The findings are significant for MP3 songs and
Movie_Instant_2 at the 0.01 level, while for Movie_Instant_1, the sign
of the slope coefficient is not significant. We also find that the average
standardized price function is increasing for the DVD movies category,
as expected. This finding is also significant at the 0.01 level.

The findings of the empirical analysis provide strong support for our
model. An increasing r[R] leads to an increasing price path in the books
category, while a decreasing r[R] leads to a decreasing price path in the
MP3 songs category. However, our test of movies, which Amazon.com
offers in various formats, provides the strongest support for our
model. By focusing on the same set of movies in two different formats,
we are able to control for the possible effect of unobserved movie
characteristics on both customer reviews and prices. For streaming
movies, we expect decreasing standardized prices along the sales
rankings because the cross-selling potential of an instant movie is
distribution from blockbusters to the long tail, Decision Support Sys-
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Table 4
OLS and ordered logit model results.

Ordinary least squares Ordered logit Hypothesis

Price-sales rank correlation F value β1 Chi-square Predicted linear
relationship

Observed significant
relationship

Books 0.345⁎⁎⁎ 613.32⁎⁎⁎ 5.55 E-7⁎⁎⁎ 722.11⁎⁎⁎ + +
MP3 songs −0.039⁎⁎⁎ 9.68⁎⁎⁎ −5.79 E-6⁎⁎⁎ 10.53⁎⁎⁎ − −
Instant Movies1 −0.003 0.025 1.37 E-7 0.005 − N/A
Instant Movies2 −0.104⁎⁎⁎ 26.54 ⁎⁎⁎ −6.69 E-6⁎⁎⁎ 18.81⁎⁎⁎ − −
DVD movies 0.147⁎⁎⁎ 53.96 ⁎⁎⁎ 1.24 E-5⁎⁎⁎ 63.54⁎⁎⁎ + +

⁎ p b 0.10, ⁎⁎ p b 0.05, ⁎⁎⁎ p b 0.01.
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almost negligible compared with the physical format DVD. By
comparing the same set of 2435 movies available as both DVDs and
streaming videos, we find that though r[R] is decreasing, the average
price path has a positive slope for DVDs, while the slope is negative
for streaming videos. As our model predicts, the lack of cross-selling
potential for instant movies leads to higher prices for popular products
with higher average customer reviews. The same popular movies in
DVD format, however, are priced lower than the less popular DVD
movies, despite the same slope for the average customer reviews,
because of the cross-selling potential of the DVDs.

5. Conclusion

Online retailing has enabled customers to browse practically
unlimited selections to find music, books and movies. When sales, as
well as traffic generation promise and reservation prices, depend on
the popularity of items, oligopolistic retailers managing vast catalogs
face both opportunities and challenges. How can a retailer enhance its
pricing systems to determine the relative levels of prices across the
distribution to account for the dynamics of own and cross-sales of
items with popularity-dependent reservation prices? Our modeling
effort distinguishes two separate forces that a pricing DSS should incor-
porate. The first force is the profitability of selling and cross-selling. The
optimal pricing strategy that accounts for both own and cross-sales of
items mandates a power law of prices that calls for disproportionate
discounts on the superstars and diminishing but positive discounts on
the middle and long tail items. The second force is the profitability
from potential margins. A higher reservation price commanded by a
popular or niche item enables the extraction of a premium that may
increase or decrease along the sales distribution.

Our model findings show that any non-decreasing reservation price
function yields an optimal pricing strategy in which retailers price
superstars lower than any non-hit item. Our analysis of the average
customer reviews of books along the sales rank reveals such non-
decreasing reservation prices. Consequently, our empirical section
supports the model prediction of an increasing price path for the book
category.

A decreasing reservation price though cannot specify in and of itself
the price path to emerge. A negligible potential loss from discounting to
loyal customers and a category and shopping environment conducive to
cross-selling of additional itemsmay still giveway to an increasing price
path despite decreasing reservation prices. Our empirical analysis of the
DVD movies fits with this set of circumstances. However, a significant
potential loss from discounting to the loyal segment and a category
and shopping environment unfavorable to cross-selling both lead to
premium-priced superstars and obscure and deeply discounted niche
products. Our empirical analysis of the MP3 songs and streaming
movies shows that our model predicts the price path that emerges
successfully in this set of circumstances.

The two categories of similar content in different formats further
demonstrate the predictive power of our model. By focusing on the
same set of movies in two different formats, we are able to control for
the possible effect of unobserved product characteristics on both
customer reviews and prices. By analyzing the same set of movies
Please cite this article as: C. Koçaş, C. Akkan, A system for pricing the sales
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available both as instant videos and DVDs, both of which share a
common decreasing reservation price path, our model illuminates
how a hit movie can be available both for streaming at a premium and
at a discount as a DVD and why obscure DVD movies cost more than
the streaming version of the movie.

An alternative explanation of lower average prices on popular books
and DVDs is the economies-of-scale argument. Because physical inven-
tory is involved, higher volume leads to lower unit costs, which in turn
lead to lower unit prices of popular items. In contrast, the cost structure
of streaming videos is very different, in that it is subject to a separate
rights agreement with the copyright owner; furthermore, it is natural
to assume that popular content would command a higher royalty.
Thus, formore popular items, there are no economies of scale but higher
unit costs. While we conjecture that this argument has some effect on
prices, industry reports show that the effect size of economies of scale
in book retailing is almost negligible. Industry reports state retailer
margins of 36%–50% on book list prices, claiming that printing, storage
and physical distribution traditionally account for less than one-sixth
of the total price of a book [27]. Consequently, economies-of-scale
gains on storage and physical distribution (less than one-sixth the
price of a book) have an almost negligible effect on prices, compared
with the 36%–50%margin that the retailer gains by employing dynamic
pricing based on demand. Similarly, on its investor relations page,
Netflix announces streaming content margins of 40%, demonstrating
the degree to which prices are uncoupled from licensing fees, not only
for physical products that could benefit from economies of scale but
also for digital content. Thus, although economies of scale or licensing
fee arguments could account for some of the results obtained in our
empirical analysis, the demand-side arguments seem to be more
influential.

Cross-selling in general is not necessarily confined to just one cus-
tomer; that is, the purchase of a product by a consumer may trigger
the purchase of the same product by other customers in the same social
circle. This leads to two types of cross-selling: retailer specific and prod-
uct specific. This social influence on cross-selling is product specific, in
that it is likely to have an effect on the sales and pricing of the product
in general. However, because we focus on retailer-specific pricing of
products and assume markets with many sellers, both in theory and in
reality, we ignore this social influence in this paper. However, further
research incorporating this product-centric cross-selling perspective
could improve our understanding of pricing further.

Assuming a common reservation price for the entire market is a
limitation of our model. Retailers do benefit from segmentation and
targeting, which would enable them to manage separate groups of
customers with different reservation price functions. A second
limitation of our work is our use of data sets on products as they
would be observable to browsing customers. Further research should
use random data sets. And finally, our model assumes that both the
price of the outside good and the sales rank are exogenous to the
model. Allowing for an outside good with endogenous prices would
improve our understanding of the pricing along the sales ranks tremen-
dously. However, such endogeneity could complicate analysis signifi-
cantly so future research should also explore ways to simplify the
problem environment to obtain closed form solutions to allow for
distribution from blockbusters to the long tail, Decision Support Sys-
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comparative statics. Empirical analyses that examine the dependence of
prices of both popular and long tail products and sales ranks on one
another would also provide further insight.

Appendix A. Supplementary data

Supplementary data to this article can be found online at http://dx.
doi.org/10.1016/j.dss.2016.06.008.
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